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Cyber physical product flexible EOL test systems are useful for testing cockpit components like climate controllers, navigations systems, multifunction panels, and displays that are able to cover all OEM (Porsche, Mercedes Benz, BMW, AUDI, Toyota, GM) requirements in the areas AOI (Luminance, Colour, Shape Matching, Pattern Matching, Black Mura, etc.), Force Feedback, Force Sense, Keyhaptics, Acoustics, Rotary Haptics, Electrical Measurements, Communication (CAN, LIN, FlexRAY, Most, K-Line, Automotive Ethernet) with autocalibration functionality. The SYSTEC calibration standards are unique worldwide and enable customers to minimize downtimes dramatically. The systems comply with Industrie 4.0 challenges and use servo drives (or robots) to be able to make measurements in different angles (AOI, haptics, etc.). SYSTEC leverages NI’s excellent platforms like LabVIEW, LabVIEW RT, and LabVIEW FPGA to implement a new distributed architecture (framework) to build a backbone for all EOL solutions (Teststands, Roundtable Solutions, Inline Systems, etc.). IMAQ Vision is the basis for AOI implementations, where some parts of the code run on CUDA architectures. Hardware core components include PXI chassis and different plug in boards including like DIO, DAQ, modular instruments, etc. Force feedback and acoustic measurements are based on CompactDAQ technology. Mitsubishi robots and motion systems are building the backbone of the product flexible EOL systems. The roundtables are controlled with customer specific Zync powered sbRIO hardware. The whole implementations are completely 64 bit applications using Microsofts Windows 10 operating system (Linux RT in the embedded area).
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